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QUESTION: 72 
When using an image catalog to install a Linux partition on iSeries, where does the image 
catalog data have to reside? 

A. In a PASE /bin directory 
B. An unattached Network Storage Area 
C. In the IFS of the hosting OS/400 partition 
D. A Linux partition Network Storage Area /bin directory 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 73 
A Linux on iSeries administrator has been asked to set up a backup that creates a new archive 
for a directory, its contents, and all subdirectories. Which of the following commands meets 
this requirement? 

A. sav -lr &lt;archive file&gt; &lt;path&gt;  
B. dump -n &lt;archive file&gt; &lt;path&gt;  
C. cpio -ar &lt;archive file&gt; &lt;path&gt;  
D. tar -cvf &lt;archive file&gt; &lt;path&gt; 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 74 
An iSeries Linux administrator has determined that the SAMBA server is not in the same 
workgroup as OS/400 and the Windows servers. Which of the following steps should be 
taken to resolve the issue? 

A. Correct the 'workgroup =' line in the Linux smb.conf file and restart SAMBA on the Linux 
partition. 
B. Correct the workgroup file in the /etc/samba directory on the Linux partition. 
C. Change the workgroup parameter on the Linux partition's *NWSD. 
D. Change the iSeries NetServer configuration to match the Linux SAMBA server and restart
the NetServer. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 75 
A customer with multiple divisions has a requirement to make sure the Linux kernel and tool 
set used at each division are the same. Which of the following would ensure kernel uniformity 
at each division? 

A. IBM Supplied Linux fixpack SI99607 
B. Copy NWSSTG feature in OS/400 
C. Distributions approved by the Open Source Foundation 
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D. Linux distribution from the Linux Standards Base 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 76 
An iSeries customer does not have a LAN card to dedicate to four Linux partitions.  The 
customer has decided that Proxy ARP will be used to provide access to the Linux partition 
from a class C network.  What is the minimum subnet mask that will provide sufficient 
addresses for this subnet? 

A. 255.255.255.240 
B. 255.255.255.246 
C. 255.255.255.248 
D. 255.255.255.252 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 77 
An IOA to be allocated to Linux is currently reporting into an OS/400 partition attached to an 
IOP which also has active disk attached.  What are the steps required to allocate that IOA to 
Linux while the OS/400 partition is up and running? 

A. Remove the IOA only from the OS/400 partition, then allocate it to the Linux partition. 
B. Power off the primary partition and bring it back up to DST. Move the IOA, then IPL all 
partitions. 
C. Remove the IOP from the OS/400 partition. Allocate the IOA to the Linux partition, then
allocate the IOP back to the OS/400 partition. 
D. Power off the OS/400 partition. Remove the IOP from the OS/400 partition. Allocate the 
IOA to the Linux partition, then allocate the IOP back to the OS/400 partition. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 78 
An iSeries Linux installation administrator has configured Samba to be included in the WINS 
directory.  The Samba server started normally without error messages; however, no users can 
see the Samba server.  Which of the following is the most likely cause of the problem? 

A. The Windows WINS server is not authorized to the Samba file structure. 
B. The WINS proxy server does not specify the server address, and the proxy setting is yes. 
C. The Samba LMHOSTS file is not in the default location, and the NMBD process does not 
have a -H entry. 
D. The users LMHOSTS files do not have the Samba server netbios name in them, and the 
WINS server does not serve the Samba host name. 
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Answer: C 

QUESTION: 79 
In an OS/400 hosted I/O environment, what OS/400 state must a tape drive be in before the 
Linux partition can use the drive? 

A. Available 
B. Varied off 
C. Not Detected 
D. Vary on Pending 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 80 
In Linux, the permissions in a file are set to '440'.  Which of the following OS/400 
permissions correspond to this setting? 

A. User: *USE; Group: *EXCLUDE; *PUBLIC: *USE 
B. User: *CHANGE; Group: *CHANGE; *PUBLIC: *EXCLUDE 
C. User: *EXCLUDE; Group: *EXCLUDE; *PUBLIC: *USE 
D. User: *USE; Group: *USE; *PUBLIC: *EXCLUDE 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 81 
Which of the following features should be disabled to prevent client connections internally in 
the system from a Linux partition to an OS/400 partition? 

A. Virtual LAN  
B. IP forwarding 
C. HSL OptiConnect 
D. Virtual OptiConnect 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 82 
An iSeries application programmer is attempting to update a stream file on a Linux partition. 
The file contains HTML and needs to be stored in the web server directory on the Linux 
partition (NFS server).  The programmer is expecting to see the file in the NFS shared 
directory "/LINUX1/HTTPD", but no files appear there.  Which of the following is the most 
likely cause of the problem? 

A. NFS resources are not mounted in the Linux partition. 
B. The users passwords do not match between OS/400 and Linux. 
C. The programmer's UID does not exist on the Linux partition. 
D. The user id and password the programmer is using are not in the nfspasswd file. 

Answer: C 
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